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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT DISTRICT OF MINNESOTA



Court File No. 14-CV-4531 (SRN-SER) HomeStar Property Solutions, LLC, Plaintiff, MEMORANDUM OF LAW IN SUPPORT OF PLAINTIFF’S MOTION TO VACATE DISMISSAL, INVALIDATE SETTLEMENT, AND LIFT STAY OR, IN THE ALTERNATIVE, FOR RELIEF UNDER RULE 60



vs.



Safeguard Properties, LLC and Bank of America, N.A., Defendants.



I.



INTRODUCTION



In early 2016, more than one year after this case began, Ohio company Herbruck Enterprises, LLC (“Herbruck”) obtained a judgment for $33,293.74, plus interest, against Plaintiff HomeStar Property Solutions LLC (“HomeStar”) in state court in Summit County, Ohio. After the entry of judgment, Herbruck sought, and obtained, an order from the Summit County court on December 2, 2016, appointing Ashvin Chandra as receiver in furtherance of collection of the $33,293.74 judgment.



Rather than merely being



authorized to take control of HomeStar’s property in Ohio, receiver Chandra was, in violation of well-settled law governing the jurisdiction of receivers, given authority by the Ohio state court over all of HomeStar’s assets, including the authority to prosecute the present case. Accordingly, the receiver was, at least under the appointing order, 1
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given the right to utilize this $1.7 million litigation as a tool to satisfy a $33,293.74 judgment. Just one month later, on January 6, 2017, receiver Chandra applied to the Ohio state court to approve a proposed settlement of this action, under which Defendant Safeguard Properties, LLC (“Safeguard”) would pay the receiver (who was theoretically working on behalf of HomeStar, and who had a fiduciary duty to HomeStar under applicable Ohio law) not the $1.7 million in dispute in this action, or even any significant fraction of that amount. Rather, Chandra proposed to settle this case for just $70,000, which would, he said, be sufficient to satisfy Herbruck’s claim against HomeStar, and pay the receiver’s own costs. At the time Chandra represented to the Ohio state court that this was a “fair and reasonable” settlement, Chandra had spent only 3.5 hours evaluating the case and consulting with counsel, and had never spoken to HomeStar’s management, or its counsel regarding the merits of its case or the value of its claims against Safeguard. The receiver was, for purposes of evaluating the reasonableness of the settlement, relying entirely on discussions with Safeguard. Safeguard and the Receiver subsequently received a stipulated stay of this action while the Ohio state court considered whether to approve the $70,000 settlement. After the Ohio state court had approved the proposed settlement, Safeguard and receiver Chandra (who purports to represent HomeStar in this action, despite not being admitted as an attorney in Minnesota) asked the Court to dismiss this case by



2
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stipulation. The Court signed an Order for dismissal by stipulation on January 29, 2018.1 This court must vacate the “stipulated” dismissal, invalidate the Receiver’s proposed settlement, and vacate the previously-imposed stay. Receiver Chandra has never had the requisite authority to take control of a Minnesota company, nor to prosecute or settle this action, and dismissing this case in fulfillment of the settlement terms would work a gross injustice to HomeStar. II. A.



RELEVANT PROCEDURAL HISTORY



Herbruck Obtains Judgment Against HomeStar in Ohio State Court. In July 2014, Herbruck Enterprises LLC brought suit against HomeStar



Property Solutions, LLC (“HomeStar”) for breach of contract and unjust enrichment. (Herbruck’s initial action against HomeStar is referenced herein as “Herbruck I”.) See Affidavit of Anthony G. Edwards (“Edwards Aff.”), ¶ 2; Ex. A. Ultimately, judgment was entered in favor of Herbruck in Herbruck I on February 1, 2016, in the amount of $33,293.74 plus 18% interest. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. B. B.



Herbruck Brings Second Suit to Collect on Judgment. Two months later, in April 2016, Herbruck brought a second action against



HomeStar (“Herbruck II”), through a document captioned as a “Complaint for Creditor Bill.” See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. C. Herbruck’s Complaint in Herbruck II also named Safeguard Properties Management, LLC (“Safeguard”) as a defendant, 1



HomeStar, which learned of the filing of the stipulation for dismissal only after the Order granting it had been signed, has asked the Court, through separate correspondence, to vacate the Order pending the disposition of the present Motion. 3
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asserting that, as alleged in the present action, Safeguard is in possession of funds which rightfully belong to HomeStar. Id. Herbruck claimed that these funds should properly be paid to HomeStar’s judgment creditor, Herbruck. Id. HomeStar defaulted in Herbruck II, and Herbruck obtained judgment against HomeStar, as to liability, in October 2016. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. D. C.



Herbruck Seeks, Obtains Appointment of a Receiver. After judgment was entered against HomeStar on liability in Herbruck II,



Herbruck petitioned the Summit County court for entry of judgment on damages, and also sought the appointment of a receiver. On December 2, 2016, the Summit County court issued an Order entering judgment against HomeStar in the amount of $41,415.47 (based on the original judgment amount, plus costs and interest). See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. E. The Court also appointed Ashvin Chandra as receiver over HomeStar. Id. The powers granted to Receiver Chandra by the Summit County court in Herbruck II included the following: *** 2. The Receiver shall have all authority to prosecute and defend the civil action styled as HomeStar Property Solutions, LLC v. Safeguard Properties, LLC et al., Case Np. 14-CV-04531 (D. Minn.), in his own name against [Safeguard] and Bank of America, N.A. (“B of A”). 3. The Receiver shall have all authority to collect all obligations owed to, and to compromise any claims of or demands upon, HomeStar Property Solutions, LLC . . . to the extent that the Receiver determines that he can obtain value to the extent necessary to satisfy the Judgment, currently due in the amount of $41,415.47 and his 4
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costs and fees. This includes claims pending in the above-captioned action against [Safeguard] and [B of A]. 4. The Receiver shall have all authority to enter into contracts, including but not limited to contracts of sale or lease of behalf of [HomeStar] . . ., to the extent necessary to satisfy the Judgment. 5. The Receiver shall have the authority to sell property of [HomeStar] . . ., by public auction or private sale, provided that the Receiver demonstrates to this Court that the sale to a prospective buyer will minimize the return from the property to the receiver estate, taking into account the potential cost of holding and maintaining the property or right. *** 7. Plaintiff [Herbruck] is entitled to execution of and an equitable interest in the aforementioned lawsuit to the extent necessary to satisfy the Judgment. [Safeguard] is hereby enjoined from paying money to any person on behalf of [HomeStar] . . ., other than the Receiver, for a settlement of the aforementioned action, until the Judgment and the Receiver’s costs and fees are satisfied. Id. D.



After Only One Month, the Receiver Seeks to Settle This Action for $70,000. On January 6, 2017, just a month after being appointed Receiver, Ashvin



Chandra moved the Summit County Court to approve a settlement of the present case. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. F. Receiver Chandra represented to the Summit County court that “the Receiver’s investigation revealed that he could obtain a resolution of the above-captioned matter sufficient to satisfy the Judgment [in favor of Herbruck against HomeStar], and pay all costs and fees incurred.” See Ex. F, ¶ 1. Specifically, the Receiver proposed to settle the dispute pending in this action between HomeStar, on the one hand, and Safeguard and B of A, on the other hand, for a payment of 5
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$70,000 from Safeguard to HomeStar. Id., ¶ 2. Receiver Chandra represented to the court that this amount was “fair and reasonable, especially in light of the time value of money and the costs of litigation.” Id., ¶ 4. The Receiver added that the present case was “difficult to resolve,” “costly and time consuming” to litigate, and would likely, at trial, yield “the same return that the Receiver could obtain from the settlement at this particular point.” Id., ¶¶ 4-6. This representation apparently based on assertions made by Safeguard that the true potential value of HomeStar’s claims was not $1.7 million, as HomeStar contends in this case, but rather a mere $129,123.86. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. I, p. 5. E.



Opposition to Receiver’s Motion to Approve Settlement Reflects that the Receiver Never Even Consulted with HomeStar or its Counsel. After Receiver Chandra moved the Herbruck II court to approve the $70,000



settlement, Wells Fargo Bank, N.A. (“Wells Fargo”), purportedly a creditor of HomeStar, moved to intervene and to oppose the Receiver’s proposed settlement on January 30, 2017. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. G. Wells Fargo subsequently filed supplemental papers in support of its motion in August 9, 2017. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. H. Wells Fargo’s supplemental pleading attached Affidavits from Michael Breese, the President and CEO of HomeStar, as well as from Todd Pearson, who was at that time counsel of record for HomeStar in the present action. Id. The Affidavit of Michael Breese (“Breese Aff.”); see Ex. H) stated, among other things, that:



6
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 Safeguard admitted in August 2013 that it owed HomeStar $1.7 million. See Breese Aff., ¶ 9.  Safeguard greatly understated the amounts which were due and owing to HomeStar to the Herbruck II court, in an effort to obtain approval of the Receiver’s proposed settlement of the present action. Id., ¶¶ 12-13.  HomeStar possesses records and documentation to support its claims against Safeguard. Id., ¶ 14.  The Receiver never attempted to contact Mr. Breese, HomeStar’s President and CEO, to request his input, information or documentation regarding the nature or merits of HomeStar’s claims against Safeguard. Id., ¶ 15. The Affidavit of HomeStar’s then-counsel in this action, Todd Pearson (“Pearson Aff.”; see Ex. H), was also filed with the Herbruck II court. Pearson’s Affidavit stated, among other things, that:  Pearson was retained on a contingency fee basis, so HomeStar would incur no further attorneys’ fees if this case proceeded through trial. See Pearson Aff., ¶ 2.  Based on the due-diligence review conducted by Pearson prior to his retention, Pearson believed HomeStar could and would establish that Safeguard’s actions caused HomeStar more than $1.7 million in damages. Id., ¶¶ 3-4.



7
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 Pearson met Receiver Chandra while attending a deposition in Ohio in December 2016. Id., ¶ 6. Despite being aware that Pearson was counsel for HomeStar in this case, Receiver Chandra never spoke to Pearson about HomeStar’s claims in the case, any potential recovery, the status of the litigation or any proposal to settle the litigation. Id. F.



Summit County Court Approves Settlement; Receiver Files Motion for Approval of Fees Reflecting Near-Total Lack of Due Diligence Prior to Agreeing to Settle this Action. On October 20, 2017, the Herbruck II court approved the settlement of this



case for $70,000, as proposed by Receiver Chandra. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. I. On January 26, 2018, the Receiver filed his Motion of Receiver to Approve Fees, to Approve Disbursement and for Termination of the Receivership.



See



Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. J. The Motion revealed, for the first time, key details about the paucity of work the Receiver had done prior to agreeing to settle this action. See Ex. J, p. 6. Remarkably, the only work the Receiver claims he performed between his appointment and the settlement of this case was the following:  On December 4, 2016, the Receiver spent one hour reviewing the Court’s Order appointing him. Id.  On December 6, 2016, the Receiver spent one hour talking with Safeguard’s counsel. Id.  On December 8, 2016, the Receiver spent one hour talking with counsel for Safeguard and Herbruck. Id.



8
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 On December 9, 2016, the Receiver met for half an hour with counsel for Safeguard and attorney Pearson, who represents HomeStar herein.



Id.



(But, see Pearson Aff., ¶ 6, stating that the Receiver never spoke to Pearson about HomeStar’s claims, any potential recover, the status of this litigation or any proposed settlement of the litigation during this meeting.) Following this initial 3.5 hours of work, the Receiver immediately turned to drafting papers seeking approval of the proposed settlement of this action. Id. G.



Receiver Chandra Is Not Licensed or Otherwise Authorized to Appear Before this Court. Receiver Chandra has never filed with a Minnesota court of competent



jurisdiction to be appointed as an ancillary receiver under Minn. Stat. § 576.41. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 3. Receiver Chandra is not licensed to practice law in the State of Minnesota, nor is he admitted to this Court. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 4. Receiver Chandra has never moved to be permitted to appear before this Court pro hac vice, despite having represented, in a pleading filed with the Court on December 15, 2017, that he would move for admission pro hac vice before seeking dismissal of this action. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 4; Doc. 132-2, p. 2, ¶ 1. H.



This Case Is Stayed, then an Order for Dismissal Signed, Based on the Actions of Receiver Chandra, Despite His Lack of Certification to Appear in this Court. On March 22, 2017, counsel for Defendant Safeguard sent a letter to the Court



notifying the Court that a Receiver had been appointed who was authorized to



9
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prosecute this case, and requesting that the case be stayed until the Ohio state court ruled on the Receiver’s motion seeking approval of the settlement of this action. See Doc. 127. The Court’s Order granting the stay was entered on March 27, 2017. See Doc. 129. On the afternoon of January 26, 2018, without first moving for admission pro hac vice or moving to lift the Court’s stay2, the Receiver and counsel for Defendants Safeguard and B of A filed a Stipulation for Dismissal with Prejudice of this action and proposed Order.



See Docs. 133-34.



Although Receiver Chandra is not



authorized to appear before this Court, he signed the Stipulation as “Receiver for [HomeStar].” Id. On the morning of January 29, 2018, the Court signed its Order dismissing this action. See Doc. 135. III. A.



ARGUMENT



The “Stipulated” Dismissal of this Action, and the “Settlement” on which It Was Based, Must Be Vacated by the Court. Receiver Chandra was never legally authorized to prosecute or settle this action.



The Receiver filed a stipulation for dismissal of this case on behalf of Plaintiff HomeStar despite never having been admitted to practice before this Court. Moreover, 2



Prior to taking any action with respect to this Minnesota action, the Receiver should have moved for appointment as an ancillary receiver in a Minnesota court, pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 576.41. Had the Receiver done so, and the appointment been made, Minnesota’s receivership statutes would have applied to this action. Pursuant to Minn. Stat. § 576.42, an automatic litigation stay would have come into effect, which also would have had to be lifted in order for the Receiver and Defendant Safeguard to have settled this action and requested dismissal of it. The Receiver failed to follow any of Minnesota’s procedural requirements. 10
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the Receiver failed to exercise reasonable care prior to agreeing to settle this action for $70,000. For these reasons, and in the interests of justice, this Court should strike the Stipulation for Dismissal and companion draft Order filed as Docs. 133 and 134, vacate the Court’s Order granting the “stipulated” dismissal, at Doc. 135, and invalidate the “settlement” purportedly entered into between the Receiver and Safeguard or, in the alternative, grant HomeStar leave to file a motion including all supporting facts and documentation to invalidate the settlement. 1.



The Receiver Was Never Authorized to Prosecute or Settle This Action.



It has long been established that a receiver appointed by a state court has jurisdiction only over assets within that state. As the United States Supreme Court held more than 150 years ago: [A state-court receiver] has no extra territorial power of official action; none which the court appointing him can confer, with authority to enable him to go into a foreign jurisdiction to take possession of the debtor’s property; none which can give him, upon the principle of comity, a privilege to sue in a foreign court or another jurisdiction, as the judgment creditor himself might have done. Booth v. Clark, 58 U.S. 322, 338 (1854). Subsequent Supreme Court precedent has reinforced that a receiver appointed in one state generally cannot prosecute a legal action in the state courts of another state. See Oakes v. Lake, 290 U.S. 59, 61 (1933) (“The general rule undoubtedly is that an ordinary chancery receiver, having no other authority that that arising from his appointment as such, cannot as of right maintain an action in a state other than that in which he was appointed.”); see also Great W. Min. & Mfg. Co. v. Harris, 198 U.S. 11
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561, 576 (1905) (citing Booth, 58 U.S. at 338) (“the receiver’s right to sue in a foreign jurisdiction is not recognized upon principles of comity, and the court of his appointment can clothe him with no power to exercise his official duties beyond its jurisdiction”). While an Ohio court may appoint a receiver over the Ohio assets of a foreign company, it must yield to the laws of the state of the company’s citizenship with respect to the company’s out-of-state assets, by virtue of the Ohio court’s “obligation to afford full faith and credit to the laws of other states.” In re All Cases Against Sager Corp. 967 N.E.2d 1203, 1207 (Ohio 2012). Accordingly, an Ohio receiver’s powers in other states are limited to those which are available under those states’ laws. The Minnesota receivership statute, at Minn. Stat. § 576.41, subd. 2, governs the conduct of foreign receiverships over Minnesota assets. Under the statute, an outof-state receiver, like Receiver Chandra, must apply to a Minnesota court for an ancillary receivership to obtain control over property located within the state: A foreign receiver may obtain appointment by a court of this state as a receiver in an ancillary receivership with respect to any property located in or subject to the jurisdiction of the court if (1) the foreign receiver would be eligible to serve as receiver under section 576.26, and (2) the appointment is in furtherance of the foreign receiver's possession, control, or disposition of property subject to the foreign receivership and in accordance with orders of the foreign jurisdiction. Minn. Stat. § 576.41, subd. 2. Receiver Chandra has not applied to this Court, or any other Minnesota court, seeking appointment as an ancillary receiver. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 3. Absent such an appointment, Receiver Chandra has no legal authority over any of HomeStar’s 12
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Minnesota assets, and was completely without authority to settle this case at the time he purportedly did so. The settlement should not be recognized by the Court. 2.



Receiver Chandra is Not Licensed to Practice Law in this Court.



Even if the Receiver had applied to a Minnesota state court for leave to act as an ancillary receiver (which he did not), he would only be permitted to sign and file a Stipulation for Dismissal if he were licensed to practice before this Court. The Local Rules prohibit anyone, other than attorneys licensed to practice in this Court, from appearing on behalf of a client, absent particular circumstances which are not present in this action. See Local Rule 83.5(a). Here, Receiver Chandra is not a Minnesota attorney, nor is he admitted to practice before this Court. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 4. Moreover, despite the fact that Receiver Chandra indicated in a previously-filed pleading that he would move for admission pro hac vice before filing a Stipulation for Dismissal (see Doc. 132-2, p. 2, ¶ 1), he has never in fact moved for permission to appear pro hac vice. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 4. Because Receiver Chandra is not licensed to appear in this action, the Court should strike the Stipulation for Dismissal and companion draft Order filed as Docs. 133 and 134, and vacate the Court’s Order granting the “stipulated” dismissal, at Doc. 135.



13
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3.



Receiver Chandra Was Negligent in Agreeing to the Proposed Settlement.



Under Ohio law, “a receiver has a personal duty to faithfully discharge his or her duties . . . . The receiver acts in a fiduciary capacity and must use ordinary care in administering the assets of the corporation.” INF Ent., Inc. v. Donnellon, 729 N.E.2d 1221, 1222 (Ohio Ct. App. 1999). Here, the lack of ordinary care exhibited by Receiver Chandra is blatant. Chandra was appointed as receiver on December 2, 2016. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. E. After only 3.5 hours of work (most of which was spent talking to counsel for Safeguard), the receiver had decided to settle this $1.7 million case for $70,000. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. J, p. 6. Not only did the Receiver never discuss the merits or potential value of this case with HomeStar’s management or its legal counsel (see Breese Aff., ¶ 15 and Pearson Aff., ¶ 6), Chandra, according to his own petition for fees, never even read the pleadings or any discovery in this case before agreeing to settle it for a tiny fraction of its actual value (see Ex. J, p. 6).3 By December 27, 2016, less than a month after he was appointed, as receiver Chandra had turned his attention from evaluating the case (to the extent he ever actually did so) to preparing papers to seek the Ohio state court’s approval of the proposed settlement. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. J, p. 6.



3



Interestingly, when Chandra was actively practicing law, a former client sued him for malpractice, contending that Chandra had pressured him to settle a case for less than its true value rather than taking it to trial. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. K. 14
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Had Receiver Chandra actually spoken with HomeStar’s management, he would have learned that Safeguard had admitted that it owed $1.7 million to HomeStar, that HomeStar had ample documentation in support of its claims against Safeguard, and that Safeguard’s representations to the Receiver to induce him to settle the case for $70,0004 were simply false.



See Breese Aff., ¶¶ 9-14.



Moreover,



HomeStar’s counsel had verified the value of this action, and the likelihood of success by HomeStar, before accepting representation of HomeStar. See Pearson Aff., ¶¶ 3-4. Because Receiver Chandra rushed straight into settlement, however, he never spoke with HomeStar and/or its legal counsel, and this action was nominally settled for a tiny fraction of its true value. In addition to the foregoing, Receiver Chandra actively mispresented facts to the Ohio state court in order to induce it to accept the proposed settlement. Chandra represented to the court that the present case would be “costly and time consuming” to litigate. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. F, ¶ 4-6. In reality, discovery in this case was complete at the time, and HomeStar’s then-counsel, Todd Pearson, was on a contingent fee agreement, meaning there would be no legal bills going forward. See Pearson Aff., ¶ 2. On these facts, it is plain that Receiver Chandra did not exercise ordinary care as a fiduciary of HomeStar – he exercised no care at all.



4



This Court owes no



Safeguard claimed, based on false representations to the Receiver, that HomeStar’s claims against it were worth only $129,123.86. See Edwards Aff., ¶ 2; Ex. I, p. 5. Both Breese and HomeStar’s counsel, Pearson, knew these representations to be false, but the Receiver never spoke to them. 15
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allegiance to, and should reject, the actions taken by Chandra as an Ohio state court receiver, including his purported settlement of this lawsuit. B.



The Stay of This Action Should be Lifted, and the Case Returned to the Court’s Calendar. In addition to vacating the “stipulated” dismissal of this action and invalidating



the proposed settlement agreed to by the Receiver, the Court should vacate the stay of this case and return it to the Court’s calendar for trial. Because the Receiver in this case lacked the authority to prosecute this case on behalf of HomeStar in the first place, he acted improperly in agreeing, on HomeStar’s behalf, to the stay of the action. The Court should lift the stay and schedule the case for trial without delay. C.



In the Alternative, the Court Should Grant Relief Under Fed. R. Civ. P. 60. Plaintiff first contacted the Court regarding this Motion on January 29, 2018



(see Doc. 137), at which time judgment had not yet been entered. Two days later, however, judgment was entered based on the “stipulated” dismissal agreed to between Safeguard and Receiver Chandra. Accordingly, the Court may deem it necessary to proceed under Rule 60 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure in order to grant the relief requested herein.5 Should this occur, HomeStar asks that the Court treat this Motion as one brought under Rule 60, and grant all of the relief requested supra.



5



Because the Court was notified of the present Motion before judgment was entered, it is unclear whether HomeStar is in fact required to seek relief under Rule 60. For this reason, HomeStar seeks relief under Rule 60 only in the alternative, and has not fully briefed all of the reasons and background facts under which it is entitled to relief under the Rule. Should the Court determine that HomeStar is in fact entitled to relief only under Rule 60, HomeStar requests that it be given leave to supplement its Rule 60 pleadings. 16
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On motion and just terms, the court may relieve a party or its legal representative from a final judgment, order, or proceeding for the following reasons: (1) mistake, inadvertence, surprise, or excusable neglect; (2) newly discovered evidence that, with reasonable diligence, could not have been discovered in time to move for a new trial under Rule 59(b); (3) fraud (whether previously called intrinsic or extrinsic), misrepresentation, or misconduct by an opposing party; (4) the judgment is void; (5) the judgment has been satisfied, released or discharged; it is based on an earlier judgment that has been reversed or vacated; or applying it prospectively is no longer equitable; or (6) any other reason that justifies relief. Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b). Here, as discussed supra, the Receiver had no legal authority to appear in this proceeding, nor to enter into any settlement of this action on behalf of HomeStar. Moreover, the Receiver signed the stipulation for dismissal on behalf of HomeStar despite having no permission or license to appear before this Court. For these reasons, the Receiver’s stipulation to dismiss this action is a nullity, and the resulting judgment is void. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b)(4). At a minimum, the Receiver’s lack of legal authority constitutes an “other reason that justifies relief” under Rule 60. See Fed. R. Civ. P. 60(b)(6). IV.



CONCLUSION



For the foregoing reasons, Plaintiff HomeStar Property Solutions, LLC respectfully requests that the Court grant all relief sought through this Motion, 17
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including rejecting the “stipulated” dismissal of this action, invalidating the proposed settlement of the case, and lifting the stay which was entered in March 2017. In the alternative, HomeStar requests that the Court grant the same relief under Rule 60 of the Federal Rules of Civil Procedure.



Dated: Jan. 31, 2018



PARKER DANIELS KIBORT, LLC



By:



/s Andrew D. Parker Andrew D. Parker Reg. No. 195042 [email protected] Christopher M. Daniels Reg. No. 271809 [email protected] Anthony G. Edwards Reg. No. 342555 [email protected] 888 Colwell Building 123 North Third Street Minneapolis, Minnesota 55401 Telephone: (612) 355-4100



ATTORNEYS FOR PLAINTIFF
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